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Abstract
The rural Chinese restaurant has played an integral
role in the lives of many immigrants for over a hundred
years in Canada. The spoken stories of these families are
often celebrated as a monolithic narrative of how hard work
and perseverance will lead to success. However, personal
anecdotes of these families often allude to immense hardships
and sacrifices. This dichotomy between objective measures of
success against the silent lived experience erases the unspoken
desires, hopes, and dreams of these family members throughout
history that could never be vocalized nor manifested as a
product of time, cultural norms, and the need to assimilate.
Routinely, a migrant body must adapt themselves to new spaces
they move into. How can architecture embody and empathize
with what is being lost and desired as one moves across the
globe? This project reimagines an alternate history of one
Chinese restaurant- the Golden Turtle Restaurant, a mere sliver
of the many possible lost cultures, traditions, and imaginations
that have graced these restaurant histories through time. Here,
a multigenerational assemblage is built from the hardships,
longings, and dreams of its inhabitants.
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It is August of 2002 and I’m sitting in the backseat of my family’s
silver Rav 4, now speckled beige from a layer of dirt. I look out the
window at the streaks of landscape, endless ribbons of green, grey,
blue. My stomach grumbles and I look at my empty bag of chips.

I. Rural

“I’m hungry.”
“莎莎为什么铑饿? 等五分钟可以吗, 再往上一点有个小镇 。”1
“Ok, just please not another Subway sandwich. My stomach can’t
take it anymore. I need Chinese food.”

1 Translation: “Why are you always hungry Shasha? Can you wait five minutes,
there’s a small town further up.”
1

2

Fig. 1 Directory of Chinese restaurants cover, Author, 2021

Fig. 2 Directory of Chinese restaurants: Quebec, Author, 2021

The Directory
My childhood consisted of many memories like this- weeklong road
trips in different parts of Canada where by the third day my mom and I would
start griping about our need to eat Chinese food for our next meal. No matter
what small town we were driving through, it felt like there was always a Chinese
restaurant a short drive away. To test my childhood memories of ubiquitous
Chinese restaurants scattered along highways and small town roads, I begun a
broad investigation into the proliferation of the rural Chinese restaurant in the
Canadian landscape. From a compiled list of towns from 2011 and 2016 Census
data of Canadian Provinces and Territories, I created a directory of every town in
Canada and how many Chinese restaurants they contained. To specify my survey, I
focused on towns with a population of less than 20,000 people.

3

The list of towns was then used in simple Google searches to see if they
had any Chinese restaurants. Each province lists the average ratio of every one
Chinese restaurant per population number. While each province ranges from
about 900 to 10,000 people per one Chinese restaurant in Saskatchewan and
Quebec respectively, it is still worth noting the broad dispersal of these restaurants
throughout the country that go far beyond large cities and their suburbs where
much of the existing discourse on Chinese diaspora lies. Why would people move
away from dense “ethnic enclaves” into such isolated towns where nobody else
speaks their language? I became intrigued with these dispersals of families across
the country and the relationship between migration waves and the rural landscape
in Canada.

4

Fig. 3 Directory of Chinese restaurants: Saskatchewan, Author, 2021
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Beyond Chinatown

Back of Country

The Chinese restaurants that seem to be sprinkled everywhere amongst
Canada’s small towns influence and are influenced by stories of migration, the
Chinese diaspora, and identity. As Lily Cho, one of the few scholars who has
done research into the rural Chinese restaurant has stated, much of the existing
discourse on Chinese diaspora in North America is focused on cities, whether
its histories on Chinatowns or contemporary debates about monster houses and
ghost condos. Cho explains how this may have damaging effects within Canada’s
perception of their own constructed identity-

By now the United Nation’s projection
of predicting that 70% of the world population
will live in cities by 20503 is considered a
collective accepted future. Canada’s rural
trajectory appears to be no exception to this,
with a projection of just over 10% of the
population still residing in rural areas by 2050.4
In February 2020, the Guggenheim held an
exhibition with AMO titled Countryside, The
Future dedicated to exploring the potential
of the rural. Rem Koolhaas argues that these
statistics have led to a focus on what he coins
“Total Urbanization,” where most of the
attention in the field of architecture is focused
on the city. He asks

Because [Chinatowns] represent a dispersed and yet
ethnically and racially coherent population, or give
the impression of one, Chinatowns have become a
convenient spatial metaphor for the Chinese diaspora
in North America. The metaphor mistakes the space
of Chinatown as the space of the Chinese diaspora.
The prevalence of the assumptions within this spatial
metaphor overshadow the potentially disruptive
temporality of diasporic communities.
The mistaking of Chinatown as the space of the
Chinese diaspora lends itself too easily to a liberal
multiculturalism where the spatial presence of
otherness enhances rather than disturbs the liberal
state. It is not just that non-urban populations are
left out in the assumption that Chinatown is an urban
microcosm of China itself, but that this perception
of the microcosm, the miniaturization of a racialized
culture, neutralizes it as an oppositional site. This
assumption reveals more than just the museumization
of a cultural space. It also uncovers the paradoxical
trajectory of assimilation that enhances dominant
culture’s sense of its own inclusive superiority.
Chinatown is an accepted part of the urban landscape
and provides a space of consumption and amusement.2
Cho argues that a sole focus on these urban conditions not only excludes many
narratives, but also easily falls prey to an oversimplification and generalization
of the Chinese diaspora while perpetuating ideas of assimilation and acceptance
within a contested history. Looking at different, quiet, and unassuming sites such
as rural Chinese restaurants, they may offer another lens at understanding the
complexities to the Chinese migrant experience. Discourse on the settlement of
migrants in urban centres is well explored, with much analysis on ideas of the
miniaturization of culture, ethnic enclaves, and community. However, the migrant
experience in rural conditions appear to differ, with its roots in early labour
migration, temporality, and isolation.

2 Cho, Eating Chinese: Culture on the Menu in Small Town Canada, 49–50.
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are we really heading to an absurd
outcome where the vast majority of
mankind lives in only 2 percent of the
earth’s “overpopulated” surface- and
the remaining 98 percent would be
inhabited by only one-fifth of humanity,
staying there to service them? Total
Urbanization requires that a large part
of the countryside would be claimed as
a back of house for urban civilization,
a residual, enabling domain, where
all the needs, demands, impositions
of the urban can be orchestrated and
implemented at will.5

Fig. 4 Percentage of population in urban and rural
areas: Canada, United Nations, 2018

If the future of the rural is characterized by a small cohort of the population
in service of the ones living in urban cities whether it’s agriculture, resource
extraction, or managing data farms, it begs the question of which characters
will remain in the rural in future decades and for what reasons. The history of
migration of Chinese labourers offers a good case study into the relationship
between labour migration, the rural, and laws of the nation state that could
provide clues on who will remain or move to rural locations in the future. Perhaps
the future of the rural landscape in Canada will continue to be driven by, and
perhaps more so by future migration waves, of families leaving their place of origin
in promise of a better life.

3 “68% of the World Population Projected to Live in Urban Areas by 2050, Says UN | UN DESA |
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs.”
4 Population Division, “World Urbanization Prospects - Population Division - United Nations.”
5 Koolhaas et al., Countryside: A Report, 3.
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Fig. 5 Proliferation of rural Chinese restaurants, Author, 2021
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Fig. 6 Aerial image of Turtleford, Saskatchewan, Google, 2021
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II. Chinese

The GPS leads us to the town of Clearwater where there is a
Chinese restaurant- the Double Dragon Restaurant. My family
walks in to see all heads in the restaurant turn to us, curious. I
feel eyes on us as my parents greet the waitress in Chinese. I look
down at the ground, we are clearly the only Chinese people in
this Chinese restaurant. She walks us to our table and I glance at
people’s plates only to find food I don’t recognize. Since when did
we eat fried meatball looking things? And what is that red sauce?
Maybe we should have just gone to Subway.
My parents usher the waitress over, ordering a couple dishes
without looking at the menu. They make light conversation, asking
us where we are coming from and what we’re doing in Clearwater.
We could ask them the same thing. The waitress points to a couple
other people working at the restaurant, one of them holding a child
maybe around my age. It’s her family. We nod to them.

13
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The Laws that Shape Us
The Chinese are among one of a few communities in Canada that have
been a target of institutional racism. These rules, laws, and biases, many of them
constructed and enforced by the Canadian government have greatly shaped the
ways in which the community exists within the Canadian landscape. Many different
legislative acts, many of them unknown compared to the Chinese Immigration
Act and Head tax that have influenced the dispersal of migrants, their choice
in profession, and quality of life. While many labourers arrived in Canada with
a dream of freedom of choice, the many legislative acts and public sentiments
constricted the group into few options. For example, many bills passed in British
Columbia prevented Chinese people from working in a number of professions,
where they were barred from working underground, in coal mines, obtaining a
liquor license, having a hand-logging license, any job in the provincial sector, and
any job in law and pharmacy.6 These laws were established after the construction
of the Canadian Pacific Railway, where the migrants who came to Canada to work
on the railway now found themselves unemployed. Many Chinese immigrants
were thus pushed to work in a select few service industries such as the laundry,
convenience store, and restaurant.
The implementation of these discriminatory laws that have shaped the
course of early Chinese migrants’ lives are very particular in nature, with detailed
descriptions that bar their participation in society in various ways, whether it’s
choice of profession or the right to own property and to vote. Peter S. Li argues
that the Multicultural Act of Canada which can be seen as a means to redress
the many harmful laws of the past shies away from specificity and hard structural
implementations that could truly benefit different communities. He argues that
“there is clearly a gap between what the multicultural ideal promises and what
the institutional reality offers. Most ethnic groups in Canada do not have the
structural resources to promote their cultural heritage, and the multicultural
policy simply reinforces token or symbolic pluralism.”7 The specificity that can be
found in discriminatory laws are not applied to the Multicultural Act, where it can
be argued that its vagueness does not provide much assistance to marginalized
communities. This lack of implemented support creates disparity in the lived
experience of different groups of people.

Fig. 7 The laws that formed the restaurant, Author, 2021

Canada is often praised for its multicultural ideals, particularly in the
notion of the mosaic as opposed to the melting pot commonly referred to in the
United States. However, John Porter famously critiques this metaphor, arguing
that the mosaic is not an egalitarian quilt of different cultures and rather the
Canadian mosaic conforms to a structural hierarchy that privileges some and
neglects many others. Again, a critique is directed to the political system that
“Canada lacks clearly articulated major goals and values stemming from some
charter instrument which emphasizes progress and equality.”8 Thus, a vague
implementation of multiculturalism with a lack of federally instated social goals
leads to a landscape of invisibility and tokenism. In 2015 Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau brought forth the contested idea of Canada being the “first post national
state,”9 where he provokes that Canada’s identity is simply not having one.
However, this may be too broad, ambitious, and idealistic of a categorization with
a country rooted so strongly in colonialism and discrimination acting as much of
the foundation of our environment today.
6 Li, The Chinese in Canada, 28.
7 Li, 132.
8 Porter, The Vertical Mosaic: An Analysis of Social Class and Power in Canada, no. 2.; 368.
9 Lawson, “Trudeau’s Canada, Again.”
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Cultural Context
Many of the first waves of Chinese immigrants to Canada were poor
labourers from Southern China in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries driven to leave their country due to “a series of political and economic
crises, foreign invasions and civil wars.”10 Then, dispersal into rural towns in
Canada was driven by initial dispersals from the Canadian Pacific Railway, gold
rush, and general lower costs of living. The landscape of labour following the
completion of the railway is a direct reflection of “a society where [Chinese
men] were unfairly treated both institutionally and socially, [where] a majority
of Chinese (if not all) had to work in some traditionally “feminine” domains.”11
Working in restaurants and laundries resulted from being barred from working in
many other professions that were exclusively for white Europeans, the pressure of
taking on “domestic” labour, and the ability to operate a business only speaking
minimal English.
Due to the aforementioned labour laws and societal pressure, Chinese
migrants worked in the laundry, convenience store, and restaurant. While much
of our contemporary collective perception of Chinese migrants have changed due
to the economy boom within China and rise of wealthy migrants and investors
in cities, the often invisible restaurants within the rural landscape are still
being cycled through newcomers today. As Lily Cho argues, the narratives and
challenges with migrancy are slow and non-linear and that by
declaring them to be in the past, rather than recognizing
that the “new” Chinese immigrant is just as likely to
be a dishwasher at a Chinese restaurant or a garment
worker as she is to be a member of the transnational
elite, [that this] works precisely within a racist regime
where the linear march of time and progress wants
to situate the dispossessed simply as an unfortunate
feature of the non-modern. 12
The idea of social progression running in parallel with progression of time is seen
here as a false narrative that does not account for the number of labour migrants
that still exists today along with larger waves of Sinophobia in recent memory
such as the exponential rise of anti-Asian hate crime in light of Covid-19.13 Thus,
these sentiments whether societal or political, in cultural perception or written law
continue to shape the experience of Chinese migrants today.

Fig. 8 China to Canada Migrations, Author, 2021

10 Hoe and Canadian Museum of Civilization, “Enduring Hardship: The Chinese Laundry in Canada,”
76.;3.
11 Li, “Chinese Restaurants’ Interior Decor as Ethnographic Objects in Newfoundland,” 36–37.
12 Cho, Eating Chinese: Culture on the Menu in Small Town Canada, 79.
13 Rodriguez, “Coronavirus: New Report Details ‘disturbing Rise’ in Anti-Asian Hate Crimes in
Canada.”
17
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Fig. 9 Migrant Typologies, Author, 2021

Migrant Typologies
These three typologies of the Chinese labour class- the laundry, convenience store, and
restaurant are described by Peter S. Li where “the operations of ethnic businesses are usually
small and labour-intensive. Often ethnic entrepreneurs rely on family members and kin for a
continuous supply of unpaid or underpaid labour. The low cost of labour reduces operating
expenses and enables ethnic businesses to survive through periods of recession.”14 They are
attributed to long hours of operation and cheap labour. While the Chinese laundry became
obsolete by the 1960s due to the development of washing machines and their implementation in
the home,15 the Chinese restaurant industry has persevered, also as the only migrant typology that
integrates an element of a displayed Chinese culture beyond pure service.
These typologies can be attributed to a pattern of immigrant occupation selections where
a specific occupation becomes an unspoken designated role for a specific immigrant community
such as the laundry. Paul C.P. Siu explains that this phenomenon is “interesting because of
the fact that these were not the usual occupations of the owners in their homelands, but are
new social inventions by these different ethnic groups in America [and Canada] as a ways and
means to struggle for existence in the symbiotic level of the community life.”16 Furthermore, Siu
describes the factors of these occupations that constitute them as the “immigrant economy,”
where many of these businesses involve “a small capital investment, long working hours, [and]
relative or kinsman partnership.”17 Thus, the immigrant in these cases is involved in the process

19

of reinvention with their arrival to a new country, where the objective becomes about survival
and generating wealth as soon as possible.
This translates into the buildings themselves, where people prioritize acquiring
“existing ‘turn key’ operations requiring little or no renovations”18 as this is objectively the
most efficient way to get a business running. As many of these “turn key” operations also
include living accommodations for the family and coupled with the nature of long hours of
operation, many of these businesses become isolated sites of existence and “therefore may
be in the slowest process of being assimilated.”19 The migrant business is often an important
service for the greater community that has remained in rural towns since their establishment.
The business model of the “immigrant economy,” prioritization of the “turn key” property,
and the inherently isolated lifestyle allows the rural Chinese restaurant to become a stepping
stone for many migrant families to both arrive and leave with relative ease just as long as they
find another family to replace them.

14 Li, The Chinese in Canada, 52.
15 Hoe and Canadian Museum of Civilization, “Enduring Hardship: The Chinese Laundry in Canada,”
76;76.;69.
16 Siu, The Chinese Laundryman: A Study of Social Isolation, 1.
17 Siu, 1.
18 Li, “Chinese Restaurants’ Interior Decor as Ethnographic Objects in Newfoundland,” 43.
19 Siu, The Chinese Laundryman: A Study of Social Isolation, 1.
20

It is now August of 2009 and my family is packed in the same silver Rav 4,
on our way back from a weeklong road trip in Alberta. This time with my
five-year-old brother in tow, looking at the same ribbons of green, grey, and
blue. I pause the song on my iPod nano and take my earphones out.
“I’m hungry.”

III. Restaurant

“我要中餐。” 20 My mom quips in.
My dad laughs and says we’re almost at Clearwater and he knows they have
a Chinese restaurant there. We walk into the restaurant, and I feel all eyes
on us. Familiar. My parents speak to the waitress in Chinese, asking for
a table for four. They order in Chinese without looking at the menu. The
waitress looks around my age, nods, and repeats the order in Chinese.
“你知道吗，我们上次来的时候你还是个小孩子。”21 My dad says to her.

20 Translation: “I want Chinese food.”
21 Translation: “You know, the last time we were here you were just a little kid.”
21
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Fig. 10 Paradox of Permanence, Author, 2021
23
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Cooking with Ghosts

The Canadian Myth

With this persistence of the Chinese restaurant in rural towns, what arises
is a paradox of permanence. Contrary to the North American postwar ideas of
home which Dianne Harris states as “poignant ciphers for whiteness, affluence,
belonging, and a sense of permanent stability,”22 the rural Chinese restaurant
challenges that notion through the nature of its lifecycles. While the physical
nature of the restaurant itself is a stable construct in the rural landscape, the
families that operate them cycle through the decades.

It’s a tale all migrants and their children, relatives, and friends are well
acquainted with- the sweeping consensus that people move across oceans for the
simple possibility of providing a better future for their families. The ability to
dream and imagine a future house, a “better” house offers enough potential for
people to move thousands of kilometers away from a place of origin. Lozanovska
speaks of the power of imagination where “the desire and aspiration to build a
new house provoked enough courage to leave the homeland. This house did not
exist, rather the migrant was lured by an image of a house exemplifying the houseimage as fantasy and subconscious drive of the history of labour migration.”25 In
the case of the Chinese restaurant, many migrants first hear of other relatives
or acquaintances that have made the move to Canada, running their own
restaurants successfully. They may find or be shown a restaurant that is available
for purchase. With the limited photos they are given, the house-image begins to
form in their psyche, as a potential life and future is projected onto the space
(Figure 11). Inevitably, a tension arises between the spatial and contextual reality
of the restaurant with the architectural fantasy is confronted with the melancholy
aftermaths of moving. What results is “this dual sense of the house as desired, and
the house as site of displacement, [evolving] into an intense relationship between
migrant subjects and their housing.”26 Once moved into the lived reality of the
Chinese restaurant, these projected fantasies may shift onto the next future, where
the arduous routines of labour are in support of dreams of the next home, whether
for themselves or for the next generation.

The dispersal of Chinese restaurants in rural Canada was established by
Chinese male labourers due to both the aftermath of the construction of the CPR
and proceeding Chinese Head Tax and Chinese Immigration Act that prevented
many women to come to Canada. The dissolution of the Chinese Immigration Act
in 1947 allowed for families to reunite. The Chinese restaurant owned by the male
figure becomes what is now known as a family restaurant. Today, a family moves
into one of these restaurants through word of mouth or advertising. Recipes,
equipment, customers, and lifestyles are passed down from the old owners who
often provide training for a couple weeks for the new family. This new family then
works together to run the restaurant. Once their children grow up and find jobs in
cities and the parents have accumulated enough wealth to retire and move, they
place the restaurant back onto the market to sell to the next family. These sites are
not meant to be contained to one family unit where it can be passed down through
generations à la the white picket fence, rather it is contained within a greater
community of immigrants.
As these families are often one of few or the only Chinese people in
these small towns, the idea of a greater community and network is expanded
nationally akin to an open-source network as described by Jennifer 8. Lee,23 or
within the container of layered time and history within an individual restaurant.
Taking Benedict Anderson’s idea of imagined communities where he attributes
the construct of national identity through the development of print media,24
these communities of restaurant owners are aware of each other through word
of mouth, text, and history, without personally knowing or meeting many of the
other families due to lack of proximity. What results is a lifestyle that is culturally
isolated, unlike ethnic communities found in cities, where each family must
individually reconcile an imagined life with new realities.

22 Harris, Little White Houses: How the Postwar Home Constructed Race in America, 1.
23 Lee, The Fortune Cookie Chronicles: Adventures in the World of Chinese Food, 219.
24 Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, 36.
25

These dualities and oscillations constantly in flux between living in the
ideals of future and the nostalgia of a homeland now gone becomes what Jane
M. Jacobs describes as an ongoing process of confrontations where the migrant
“re-orientates oneself, not simply to one’s new neighbours, new nation and new
society, but also to one’s old home, one’s memories, one’s responsibilities to family
left behind or moved on elsewhere.”27 The migrant family lives in the liminal,
where the seemingly ordinary and familiar architecture of a house in rural Canada
feels distant and new as it will always be in reference to a different home once
known. Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown define ordinary architecture in

25 Lozanovska, Migrant Housing: Architecture, Dwelling, Migration, 32.
26 Lozanovska, 33.
27 Jacobs, “Too Many Houses for a Home: Narrating the House in the Chinese Diaspora,” 168.
26

two ways- “in how it is constructed or in how it is seen, that is, in its process or in
its symbolism.”28 What can be expanded on here is how the perceptions of these
two ways define what is ordinary and extraordinary. The construction may be the
same as the surrounding buildings, but may be quite different in relation to the
migrant’s history. Likewise with its symbolism, where the notion of owning a home
in Canada may be a novel one. This is extended into the neighbourhood and town,
its inhabitants, and surrounding landscapes. These architectures are no longer
objectively ordinary through a migrant’s eyes. This is projected back into the
greater definitions of what makes a home and how it differs between migrants and
locals.
One way the idea of the home differs for migrants can be seen in how
the Chinese restaurant is listed on real estate websites in comparison to other
single-family homes in the neighbourhood. Listings for Chinese restaurants focus
on the business, where there is always a guarantee of steady customers and no
competition. One listing even states that the purchase of the property and business
is “GREAT FOR IMMIGRATION SINP,”29 the Saskatchewan Immigrant
Nominee Program. Information about accommodation is usually left at the end,
with one sentence stating the number of bedrooms. On the other hand, singlefamily homes in these same towns are described experientially with adjectives
such as beautiful, charming, spacious. There would be information about safety
and privacy for a family along with significant description regarding elements of
recreation, whether it’s a large backyard, distance to a park, or renovated media
room- the Canadian dream.
It can be inferred that these Chinese restaurants are not thought of nor
projected to be sites of living or leisure where one prioritizes the act of making
a home, but rather its merits are measured in its efficiency and profit. Ann Hui
states that “what they were advertising were not restaurants, but new lives.”30
As seen in the cyclical nature of these restaurants’ lifecycles, these new lives are
temporary and prioritize survival and generating wealth in order to achieve the
next step that may lead them closer to the Canadian dream. However, while living
in the restaurant itself, the dream still exists as myth. The spatial reality often
does not undergo much change in between owners, with much of its architectural
existence rooted in extrinsic forces.
Fig. 11 Projected Spaces, Author, 2021

28 Venturi, Scott Brown, and Izenour, Learning from Las Vegas, 128.
29 Kijiji, Restaurant with Suite Upstairs for Sale, Regina, SK, https://www.kijiji.ca/v-commercial-officespace-for-sale/regina/restaurant-with-suite-upstairs-for-sale/1595453232?utm_source=allclassifieds.ca
30 Hui, Chop Suey Nation, 101.
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Fig. 12 The Canadian Dream, Author, 2021
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Architectural Reality
Looking at the built reality of these restaurants, I analyzed two
restaurants currently listed for sale. This analysis was approached by limiting
as many factors as possible to best understand different conditions of the rural
Chinese restaurant in Canada. Both projects were selected from restaurant listings
for sale on Kijiji from small towns in Saskatchewan. Wong’s Kitchen is located
along the Trans-Canada Highway in the town of Swift Current, Saskatchewan. The
restaurant is described as “a gorgeous, traditional Asian style design building.”
This can be seen through the large, vaulted roof in the shape of a pagoda, colour
choices, and symbolic motifs used throughout the building. The Kijiji ad mentions
that the owner who is retiring will train the new business owner in whatever
means necessary to have the business running promptly. As the listing states, the
owners are retiring after fourteen years of business and are willing to train the new
owners. The Golden Turtle restaurant is in the town of Turtleford, Saskatchewan,
which has a population of 525 people. It sits on the corner on the main street of
Turtleford, adjacent to several other businesses. The restaurant itself can sit 50
people with living accommodations for the owner’s family housed in the building
as well. It is being sold with a fully equipped kitchen, with all equipment available
to be passed down to the new owners.

Fig. 13 Kijiji listing for Wong's Kitchen, Kijiji, 2021

Fig. 14 Kijiji listing for the Golden Turtle Restaurant, Kijiji, 2021
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Seen in the site elevations, Wong’s Kitchen becomes a theatre
and a spectacle of the Other. The dramatic swoops of the roof form
are contrasted with the flat roofs and rectilinear forms of the adjacent
buildings. As these buildings sit along the Trans-Canada Highway
where a large quantity of cars are passing through quickly, buildings are
spaced out to account for access and velocity. The Golden Turtle has no
indication of its program and instead appears nearly identical in form,
aesthetic, and materiality to its neighbours. The restaurant is part of an
amalgamation of similar forms. Nothing about the building indicates
that it is a Chinese restaurant other than one sign on the facade.
The signage used in each restaurant is a continuation of the
formal language shown in the site elevations. Wong’s Kitchen uses
tropes such as symbols, colours, and ornamentation to communicate
its cuisine from large street signage to its hours of operation signage.
On the other hand, the Golden Turtle Restaurant maintains its quiet
language with a single rectangular sign.

Fig. 15 Site elevations for Wong's Kitchen and the Golden Turtle, Author, 2021
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Signage on grand, wooden
entrance doors.
Open everyday.
Abstracted double character for “happiness”usually used for the celebration of married
couples

Small sign on rear side.
Signage placed on black metal
railing.
Main sign facing Trans-Canada Hwy

Fig. 16 Signage inventory
for Wong's Kitchen and
the Golden Turtle, Author,
2021

The only sign for the Golden
Turtle restaurant,
serving general “Asian Cuisine”
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Fig. 17 Architectural field of the rural Chinese restaurant, Author, 2021

These two precedents show the range of the rural Chinese restaurant,
where these spaces could be experienced as anywhere between a cultural
spectacle to an ordinary café. These occurrences appear in a broader
architectural survey of restaurants from the cross-Canada directory. Figure
17 explores the architectural typology of the restaurant, where its only means
of cultural expression is communicated through a formal othering or through
symbolic measures such as decoration and ornamentation. The building of the
Chinese restaurant is defined by Mu Li as a response to the societal pressures of
the time. With a lot of the early restaurants operating during the discriminatory

laws of Canada, the first menus of these restaurants only served Western cuisine
and “therefore, because Chinese food was not featured in the early Chineseowned restaurants and there was never a sizeable Chinese community (potential
patron population), let alone a powerful Chinese merchant class, the décor of
most Chinese-owned restaurants conformed to a western cafeteria style that
presented very few Chinese motifs.”31 Due to the anti-Chinese sentiment of the
time, restaurant owners did not want to include any hints of the restaurant being
Chinese for a fear that “local people might not like it.”32

31 Li, “Chinese Restaurants’ Interior Decor as Ethnographic Objects in Newfoundland,” 42.
32 Li, 44.
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The Island

With the post war Canadian immigration law in 1947 allowing for the
restaurant owner’s families to move to Canada, the Chinese family restaurant
that exists today began to develop. During this time, menus began to serve what
we now know as North American style Chinese food.33 The implementation of
the immigration law led to the serving of Chinese food, which continued into an
articulation of “Chineseness” onto the built form which constituted a selection
of Chinese décor, signage, and new buildings that symbolized and displayed an
Otherness. Li states that although many restaurants did not make any large-scale
changes, “they all more or less attempt to market their “Chineseness” inside their
restaurants, especially those Chinese restaurants in smaller communities.”34 This
can be extended in the use of impermanent décor such as the lantern, good luck
banners, and Chinese paintings within many of these restaurants. These histories
coupled with the “turn-key” model of restaurants makes this a fundamental
typology seen in restaurants today, where owners purchase existing restaurants
with cultural expression mostly done through small-scale ornamentation.
These case studies show how the existing Chinese restaurant today
reflects its history of being shaped by the different laws and perceptions directed
toward the Chinese population, whether it is the unassuming western cafeteria
with small tropes of “Chineseness” tacked on or a strong architectural expression
and marketing of Chinese culture. These are not unconscious doings that are time
and time again tied to cultural and historic events that both exclude and alienate
communities or tokenize them in the name of multiculturalism. Yet whether the
Chinese restaurant takes on an assimilated facade or the appearance of cultural
spectacle, the operations of the restaurant itself remains a differentiated and
isolated space.

Whenever I open up for him (so he can sleep in) early
morning’s dark eternal neon Wurlitzer shadowing the
empty booths detonates with kicking the kitchen door
a starting-pistol crack all through the café I know I’m
both only me and all of me at full stride up the aisle
with clean cotton coffee-filter sack and an arm-load of
saucers echoed ache of brass plate in my leg eternal,
ready Freddy, open up with a good swift toe to the
wooden slab that swings between the Occident and
Orient to break the hush of the whole café before first
light the rolling gait with which I ride this silence that is
a hyphen and the hyphen is the door.35
- Fred Wah, Diamond Grill
As described prior, the rural Chinese restaurant is a unique narrative in
the Chinese diaspora because the family unit is isolated from a greater community
of Chinese migrants. The benefits of proximity found in Chinatowns in big cities
or in ethnic suburbs do not exist here. In addition, having accommodations as part
of the building coupled with the arduous logistics of running a restaurant, these
families live an insular life for the few decades that they operate the restaurant
where integration into the local community may be challenging. The front doors
see streams of people entering and exiting but the family remains mostly contained
within it. In a conversation between author Ann Hui and Ms. Huang, owner of a
Chinese restaurant on Fogo Island, Hui asks Ms. Huang about days offShe gave me a strange look. “The restaurant is open
every day single day,” she said. “Three hundred and
sixty-five days a year.” There were no days off.
The longer we talked, the more baffled I felt.
She didn’t have a cellphone.
She rarely left the restaurant.
She had no car, so she hardly left the tiny village.
There was no sadness in her voice. Every response she
gave was just a statement of fact.36

33 Li, 44.
34 Li, 58.
39

35 Wah, Diamond Grill, 16.
36 Hui, Chop Suey Nation, 233–34.
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The Chinese labourer whether working in the restaurant,
laundry, or convenience store “represents a minority group
which has been in extreme isolation and therefore may be in
the slowest process of being assimilated.”37 Furthermore, Lily
Cho suggests that “small town Chinese restaurants are a sign
not of assimilation but of dissimulation”38 where the restaurant
may become disengaged with its context due to the nature of its
history and daily routine. The rural Chinese restaurant, isolated
geographically from a greater Chinese migrant community as well
as in its daily rituals from its neighbourhood are a direct response
to the socio-political climates in Canada. The actualization of the
built form is primarily to survive in a place that fundamentally
was not built for or accept them, where the expression or nonexpression of the Chinese restaurant is always in response and
reference to a greater perception of the Chinese culture. The
Chinese restaurant becomes an island, allowing for others to
momentarily experience Otherness, but whom can leave at any
moment. It is no surprise if the family has “no nostalgia for
sweating over a wok”39 after they make it through the “gateway
to middle-class life in Canada.”40 The family - the caretaker,
gatekeeper of a dislocated culture stays until they can leave.
Chinese migrants have a long history within the rural
landscape of Canada, specifically in correlation to labour
migration from initial projects such as the Canadian Pacific
Railway to service based industries such as the restaurant itself. It
can be argued that while more people are projected to move into
urban areas in the next few decades, a portion of the demographic
that lives in rural areas may be new migrants seeking temporary
stability in service of a greater desired goal. And yet, because of
the many formal and informal socio-political forces acting on
the Chinese community throughout history, the ubiquitous rural
Chinese restaurant has also become a typology that is a response
to these pressures. The actualization of the restaurant results in
a form of isolation and dissimulation of space, only supporting a
temporary means of life.
Fig. 18 Motions of a typical day, Author, 2021

37 Siu, The Chinese Laundryman: A Study of Social Isolation, 1.
38 Cho, Eating Chinese: Culture on the Menu in Small Town Canada, 52.
39 Lee, “Chinese-Canadian Restaurants Changed My Life: My Family Has No
Nostalgia for the Years They Spent Sweating over a Wok, but Their Sacrifices
Meant I Never Had to Do That for a Living.”
40 Lee.
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IV. GP2 METHODOLOGY
Fig. 19 Turtleford site plan, Author, 2021

Site
As this rural Chinese restaurant is a unique typology in its cyclical nature,
an object that is passed down through different generations, the site is chosen from
a set of current real estate listings for Chinese restaurants. The project will take
place in the town of Turtleford, Saskatchewan, where currently the Golden Turtle
restaurant is on the market, as described in the precedent analysis. Turtleford
currently only has a population of about 500 people, acting as a pitstop town for
most people passing through on Highway 26, 3, and 303. The project will work
within the basic framework of the simple existing program• restaurant with 50 people occupancy
• shared kitchen
• two bedrooms
• office
• living room
Using this basic program will serve as a starting point for the family, where the
program may begin to shift and grow through a specific narrative and process of
incremental and generational changes through time.
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Fig. 22 The three counter-sites, Author, 2022

Counter-Sites

Fig. 20 Bottom
left, Back and
front of house
of Golden
Turtle, Author,
2021

In addition to the primary site of intervention, counter-sites will be used
as a proxy for the reorientations of space. As this project aims to explore the
emotions and adjustments from migration, there needs to be consideration of
these sites of departure. The project responds to three generations of families who
occupy the restaurant from 1958 to present day. Each generation comes from a
different city- Tai Shan, Hong Kong, and Beijing. The counter-sites are rooted in
the different socio-political events of the times and inform the families' needs and
desires as they come to terms with both leaving a home and arriving to a different
one. These sites serve as the familiar world, now removed and only existent in
memory.

Fig. 21 Right,
Golden Turtle
plan, Author,
2021
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Methodologies: narrative
Because the present-day condition of the rural Chinese restaurant is
a synthesis of the extrinsic forces that have shaped it into its reality, I want to
explore the spatial implications through a narrative of an alternate history. In
particular I want the project to address the following: how the socio-political
climate shapes and affects the built environment for a migrant family and how
diaspora is interpreted and affected through ordinary space and materials. By
using the existing built form as a space where it can continue to or be reinterpreted
through a series of different socio-political climates, the architecture itself may
reveal ideas surrounding diaspora, home, and identity. The project will document
an architectural response of these happenings, with the family reorienting the
restaurant in all scales in hopes to make it a place to live.
As I am interested in situating this project at the intersection between a
particular socio-political condition and the personal, lived experiences of migrant
families, working in narrative with a distinct set of characters and histories may
be an approach to drive the project. Much of Shaun Tan’s work is rooted in visual
storytelling with specific attention paid to its sites and settings. His graphic novel
The Arrival is a story about migration to a fictional country, described as “a simple
tale known to so many families throughout history, of a man in search of a better
life for his family in an unknown country. [He] imagined a country that is foreign
in the truest possible sense, one that can only exist on paper.”41 This element of
fiction allows the story to read as both specific and universal in sentiment.

Methodologies: minor architecture & slowness
In Fogo, Ms. Huang followed as her brother-in-law
led them toward the little weather-beaten wood house
where they would be living. She hadn’t known what to
expect of this place, but she had expected more than
this. The little house was barely a step up from their
place in Toisan. But once inside, she said, “it was so
nice.” She laughed. There was wall-to-wall carpet. Walls
finished with drywall. “It was so beautiful,” she said.
“So strange.”42

Through narrative, I want to capture the subjective and emotional
perspective of displacement and reorientation in space- how commonly perceived
ordinary spaces can become alienating, exciting, and foreign to a migrant.
This can provide the grounds of a potential design project that is rooted in the
reconceptualization of ordinary spaces through the lens of marginalization. How
can the ordinary, its elements and materials be reseen and reshaped within the
Chinese diaspora? This thesis will be part representation exercise and part design
exercise.
Joan Ockman coins the idea of minor architecture which “may be defined
by deterritorialization, intensified political consciousness, and the anticipatory
assemblage of new cultural forces.”43 These ideas of displacement and otherness
can begin to respond to the socio-political contexts the project operates within,
and how a “minor architecture” can both gradually invert ideas of home in rural
Canada along with building agency and resistance within a built form that begins
to carve out space for families to live in.
Furthermore, I want to address this architectural project within the
process of generational place making, acknowledging the lifespan of the rural
Chinese restaurant and how it could play a role within a longer timeline between
different generations, a significant element in its existing nature today. Similar to
Rural Studio’s ideals, where their “success is its emphasis on incremental, rather
than revolutionary change. Revolutions are short-lived; evolution has staying
power.”44 Because the many different waves of socio-political sentiments have
shaped the nature of the rural Chinese restaurant throughout its long history, a
potential change to its structure and architecture will be a function of generational
and layered evolution.
In conclusion, an architectural project that depicts diasporic placemaking
through the seemingly ordinary architecture of the rural Chinese restaurant within
a specific socio-political narrative can offer a counter narrative to ideas of home
and identity within Canada- one that may be more empathic to the invisible,
marginalized, and othered.

41 Tan, “Tales from a Diverse Universe by Shaun Tan – Gallery.”
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42 Hui, Chop Suey Nation, 231.
43 Ockman, “Toward a Theory of Normative Architecture,” 123.
44 Freear, Barthel, and Dean, Rural Studio at Twenty, 8.
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Fig. 23 Author, 2022
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Introduction
A two hour drive north from the
Saskatoon International Airport
along Highway 26 is the town of
Turtleford- population, 600.
Along Main St. you can find all
your necessities- a Grocery store,
Pharmacy, Post Office.

Top to Bottom:
Fig. 24
Saskatoon
Airport to
Turtleford,
Google, 2022
Fig. 25
Town of
Turtleford,
Google, 2022
Fig. 26
Main Street,
Google, 2022
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Top to Bottom:
Fig. 27
Turtleford
grocery store,
Author, 2022
Fig. 28
Turtleford
pharmacy,
Author, 2022
Fig. 29
Turtleford post
office, Author,
2022
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On the corner of Main St. and 1st Avenue, the
Golden Turtle Restaurant, a family run Chinese
restaurant is up for sale. It’s the whole package:
business in the front, accommodation in the back. At
least this is what the realtor tells the Zhang family.
You buy into both the business (which you’re told is
quite successful) and the home. It’s hard work but
secure. They would be the fourth family to own this
restaurant and part of the thousands of predecessors
across the country who have been able to immigrate
to Canada, send their kids to university, and retire.
These restaurants have existed for hundreds of yearsa successful form of entry into Canada. And so the
Zhang’s save up and borrow money from relatives
with a promise to pay them back shortly and buy The
Golden Turtle. The fourth generation.
Fig. 30 Turtleford Kijiji Listing, Author, 2022
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When they arrive, they find the building to be slightly
different than the others around it. Objects, letters,
traces are left behind. From these artifacts they find a
series of letters, from different times and generations,
written from the perspectives of different people.
Fig. 31 Zhang family arrives at the Golden Turtle, Author, 2022
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And it’s through
these letters that they
begin to piece stories
together. Stories
that begin to reveal
the various ways the
previous inhabitants
have struggled and
adapted themselves to
this strange new town.
These are some parts
of their excavation
of the Golden Turtle
Restaurant thus far.
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Fig. 32 Collection of letters, Author, 2022
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1958
1st family of owners
Mr. Xu, 29

Fig. 33 1958 Wall of artifacts, Author, 2022
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Fig. 35 Mr. Xu’s immigration papers, Author, 2022

February 17, 1958
Dear Lao Po,
It has been two weeks since I reached Turtleford.
Uncle Xu has left to go back to Swift Current, back to
his own restaurant. I hope I remembered how to do
everything correctly- the recipes are new to me. He
told me that I need to memorize my new name stated
on my immigration papers: William Lee- something
easy for the locals to pronounce.
Fig. 34 February 17 1958 letter, Author, 2022
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Uncle Xu pointed out Canada’s
Immigration Act to me, saying
that we cannot bring our
“peculiar customs, habits, or
modes of life.” And that we
have to appear to be readily
assimilated. Essentially, that I
shouldn’t use different herbs,
introduce unfamiliar items on
the menu, or speak loudly in
Chinese. Anything out of the
ordinary could complicate our
life here. Hopefully one day
in the near future the laws
will change and you will all be
able to join me here. In the
meantime, I’m sending money
over at the end of this month for
you and the children.

Fig. 36 1952 Immigration Act, Library
and Archives Canada, Statutes of
Canada, Ottawa: SC 1 Elizabeth II, 1952
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Don’t worry about me or feel
sad- you wouldn’t like the
winters here anyways. I know
how much you will complain
about it being far too cold, too
dry here compared to our village
in Southern China.
65

Fig. 37 The Golden Turtle’s first winter, Author, 2022
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Fig. 38 Xu ancestral home: courtyard in monsoon season,
Author, 2022

I miss our ancestral home, where the monsoons
would carry in a waft of cool air to break the
humidity in the courtyard as we entered our home.
I miss these pauses- I don’t get much of a break
these days.
Before you arrive, I will construct you a warming
room so that when you enter the house, you get
that same chance to pause, but this time to thaw.
A room that deliberately warms us up and lets us
melt, catching the drips of melting snow as it slips
through the grated floors.
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Fig. 39 Thaw room plan, Author, 2022
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I’ll take two chairs and make it
into a slatted bench, staking it
deep into the soil below, here
to stay.

Fig. 41 Thaw room interior, Author, 2022
Fig. 40 Slatted bench, Author, 2022
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And here we will all sit
together, waiting for our bodies
to warm up and the snow and
ice to drip off our clothes into a
winter garden below.
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Fig. 43 Bathing in a river in Tai Shan, Author, 2022

August 4, 1960
Dear Lao Po,
This summer has been extremely hot. The heat has
been reminding me of Tai Shan where we would take
the family to the river behind our village to bathe.

Fig. 42 August 4 1960 letter, Author, 2022
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The kids splashing each other while we try to scrub
the grime off them. There are lakes and rivers close by
Turtleford, but only to swim and not to bathe. Here,
showers are private and efficient- I’m still not used to
it. There’s no time to talk or spend time with others.
72

I read in the newspaper that the
government just announced a
program granting amnesty for
paper sons like me. I think we
could be reunited soon. I wonder
how we can keep bathing a family
routine for when you all arrive.
Fig. 44 The Leader-Post: amnesty granted to Chinese “paper sons,” Author, 2022
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Fig. 45 Bath shed plan, Author, 2022
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Perhaps I can build a typical garden shed behind
the restaurant, one that all the locals have in their
backyards. But instead of holding tools, it will hold four
bathtubs, one for each of us. They’ll sink down into the
ground, a partition dividing each one. And we’ll bathe
here together in the hot summers. At night we can keep
the doors open, a slight breeze wafting over us. The
kids will tell us all about their new school and their new
friends.
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Fig. 46 Bath shed, Author, 2022
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Fig. 47 Bath shed interior, Author, 2022
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In the winter, I’ll make snow robes lined with towels on
the inside and old snowsuits stitched together on the
outside for the children to stay warm.
Fig. 48 Snow robe, Author, 2022
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October 21, 1967
Dear Lao Po,
I can’t believe it has been almost ten years since
I’ve seen you all but you will finally be arriving
in Turtleford next month. Pack lightly, but can
you bring some dried herbs over? My body is
beginning to ache and I need some ginseng.

Fig. 49 October 21 1967 letter, Author, 2022
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The kids must be all grown up now- I wonder if
they will even recognize me, remember me. They
were only 3 and 5 when I left after all. I’m sure
they will be very smart and adapt quickly to life
here. Tell them I’m sorry for missing their youth
and that I will do anything I can to make up for
lost time.
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Fig. 50 Frames plan, Author, 2022

While I can’t avoid the long hours in the kitchen,
I’ll cut frames through the walls- through the
kitchen, office, bedrooms, living room.
It’ll be like one large room from the kitchen, where
I can spend time with everyone while we work. A
series of frames where I can view our family like
moving pictures.
I’ll make a counter that’s sandwiched between the
kitchen and the office so that the kids can do their
homework while I cut vegetables. It is here that
I’ll be able to finally see them every day and where
they’ll be able to tell me all about their friends,
hobbies, dreams that they’ve accumulated in the
past decade.
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Fig. 51 View from kitchen, Author, 2022

Fig. 52 View into kitchen, Author, 2022
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1992
Chan family buys the Golden Turtle from the Xu’s
Mrs. Chan, 41

Fig. 53 1992 Wall of artifacts, Author, 2022
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Fig. 55 The StarPhoenix: China resumes control of Hong Kong, Author, 2022

June 23, 1993
Dear Jie Jie,
It has been a year since we have taken the restaurant over from the
Xu family and I’m still not used to it. This small town is so different
from life in Hong Kong.
At times I wonder- did our fear and anticipation of the handover
back to China warrant a move to the middle of nowhere in Canada?
I hope you are doing well and staying calm. Take good care of mama
for us and I will try my best to visit as soon as possible.
Fig. 54 June 23 1993 letter, Author, 2022
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I miss the streets of Hong Kong dearly. It’s so empty here that I now
yearn for the bumping of people on the street, the noise of chatter
and traffic.
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If I could, I would extend the walls of our
restaurant over the sidewalk, eating it. I
don’t get much of a chance to wander them
myself.
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Fig. 56 Sidewalk and table plan, Author, 2022
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Fig. 57 Restaurant eating sidewalk, Author, 2022

That way, when people walk down Main
Street they also walk into my restaurant.
I can greet them, make conversation,
overhear background chatter, all to add
more texture to my daily routine.
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Fig. 58 Reworked façade, Author, 2022

I’ll recut the windows on the front so that
windows align with parking stalls, the
activity from the road coming in as well. I’m
sure this will help keep me good company in
this small town.
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September 9, 1994
Dear Jie Jie,
I’m starting to go crazy here. I’m sick of spending
every hour with my husband.

Fig. 59 September 9 1994 letter, Author, 2022
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Saturday nights no longer consist of our weekly
mahjong parties with the Lu sisters. By the time
we end work and count the till, we just sit in quiet,
reading or watching tv. Every day is the same. The
locals are nice- I would like to spend more time
talking to them.
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Fig. 60 Table system for Mrs. Chan, Author, 2022

Fig. 61 Mahjong table, Author, 2022

I would take our existing tables to rework them
into a table system for me. I would make a radial
system that also gives me a spot at every table. Cut
outs in the continuous counter where I can place
myself at the end.
I would cut the tables in half and join them with
hinges. On Saturday nights, the Smiths, Marshalls,
Johnsons, and Browns will all come by and we
will flip half of the table into the perfect size for
mahjong and I will teach the neighbourhood. My
weekend evenings will be filled with excitement
and laughter again.
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Fig. 63 Wood shingles, Author, 2022

November 02, 1997
Dear Jie Jie,
I hope everything is still okay back at home after the
handover. Ever since we moved here I have struggled with
sleeping at night. The nights are too quiet and too dark- all
I can hear is my own heartbeat. The intense winds help
somewhat, but it’s still too quiet. Recently, it’s gotten worse
with the news and I’m up at night worrying about you and
mama.

Fig. 62 November 2 1997 letter, Author, 2022
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I’m about to construct a new roof above the bedroom- one
clad entirely with loose, moveable wood shingles. They are
going to be strung along metal rods that extend off the roof’s
surface. Now, when the prairie winds blow, all the shingles
will drum against the roof, loud enough to drown out the
sound of my rapid heartbeats.
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Fig. 64 Wood shingles blowing at night, Author, 2022
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Fig. 65 Mrs. Chan sleeping, Author, 2022
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The previous owners cut through all the bedroom walls. It’s
odd but with the new curtains I’ve purchased, more light
can bleed into the room at night. At the top, a skylight will
cut right above our bed- the light from the vast sea of stars
entering the room, drowning the darkness away.
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2005
Lee family buys the Golden Turtle from the Chan’s
Lily Lee, 10

Fig. 66 2005 Wall of artifacts, Author, 2022
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Fig. 68 Lily’s mom drying bok choy, Author, 2022

September 12, 2005
Dear Wei Wei,

Fig. 67 September 12 2005 letter, Author, 2022
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I miss you so much. Ever since my parents took
me to this small town I have been struggling
to fit in and find friends like you. The previous
owners, the Chans, didn’t have any children so
they couldn’t give me any advice about surviving
school. The kids at school always tease me,
constantly telling me that I would give them
SARS. But my parents told me to keep my head
down and not cause any trouble, how we can’t do
anything to jeopardize the restaurant.

When everyone walks home from school and pass
by our house, they pinch their nose and point at
the drying bok choy my mom has hung between
the house and the shed. And why does the garden
shed have four bathtubs? It’s so weird.
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Fig. 70 Lily and mom drying bok choy in Beijing, Author, 2022

I miss peacefully drying and hanging vegetables with my
mom after school back in Beijing. She doesn’t take her time
with it anymore or talk much about her stories growing up
with me. I think she hears the kids as well and feels bad.
Fig. 69 Vegetable drying shed plan, Author, 2022
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I’ll tell my parents to convert the old weird shed into a
vegetable drying room.
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Fig. 71 Vegetable shed interior, Author, 2022

We’ll hang the ropes and lay the straw nets
along the bathtub so we can use them to
catch the water.
We’ll prop the roofs up with frames that
hold scented dryer sheets quilted together
to filter the smell.
Then my classmates won’t be able to see or
smell our vegetables and I can spend time
listening to my mom’s stories again.
Fig. 72 Vegetable shed exterior, Author, 2022
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Fig. 73 Dryer sheet clerestory, Author, 2022
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Fig. 75 Running through Beijing alleys, Author, 2022

May 19, 2006
Dear Wei Wei,
It was so nice to see you in our recent
visit back to Beijing. I’m still so tired
and jet lagged but I smile to myself
when I think of us running through
the small alleyways, chasing our other
friends, greeting aunties - it was like
no time had passed and it was like
any other day before I moved.
It’s just so sad so many of these are
being destroyed- I can’t believe our
family home is gone. The Olympics
better be worth it. My dad said that
maybe we can make another trip back
for it.

Fig. 74 May 19 2006 letter, Author, 2022
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My parents don’t let me run around
much here, even though the town
is so small and quiet. They tell me
I have to come home straight after
school. They still don’t seem to trust
the people here even though I have
now made some good friends.

Fig. 76 Running through destroyed hutongs, Author, 2022
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When grade five finally ends, I’m going to spend the
summer with my dad creating an alley within our house for
me- we’ve already planned it. We’ll slice the house apart
where the kitchen meets the bedroom- that way my parents
can see me run around while they work.
Fig. 77 2005 Plan, Author, 2022
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Fig. 78 Between the library and the Golden Turtle, Author, 2022

A library was recently built next door and I will take the
narrow gap between us to make as my space to roam.
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Fig. 79 View out to alley, Author, 2022

Windows from the kitchen and the restaurant tables will
be cut out along that wall and perfectly aligned with my
hangout spaces to give my parents some peace of mind.
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Fig. 80 An alley in the Golden Turtle, Author, 2022
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It’ll be the perfect place for the
day you can come visit and we
can run around and play here, I
think you’d really like it.
120

2022

Zhang family buys the Golden Turtle from
the Lee's
Looking at the Golden Turtle now, the small
family run Chinese restaurant in the small town
of Turtleford, things begin to make a little more
sense to the Zhang’s. With the restaurant, this new
family would be inheriting the years of physical
adaptations made to cope with moving to a new
country. Its collection of mutations reflecting the
various hardships, longings, and dreams that the three
generations of inhabitants before have responded
to- the longing for family rituals, the loneliness of a
new country, the struggle to belong to two cultures. A
collection of histories and experiences generally gone
unseen.
The Zhang’s wonder about not only their own
hardships, experiences, and memories to come,
but also the thousands of other stories throughout
past and present sprinkled in these rural Chinese
restaurants of this country- both sweet and sour.
Fig. 81 Constellation of rural Chinese restaurants, Author, 2022
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